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In this paper we present the computational model underlying the one-way quantum computer
which we introduced recently [Phys. Rev. Lett 86, 5188 (2001)]. The one-way quantum computer
has the property that any quantum logic network can be simulated on it. Conversely, not all
ways of quantum information processing that are possible with the one-way quantum computer
can be explained within a network model. As a consequence, the temporal complexity is, for
certain algorithms, lower than in networks. For example, every circuit in the Clifford group can
be performed on the one-way quantum computer in a single time step.
1 Introduction
Quantum computation has been formulated within dierent frameworks such as the quantum Turing
machine [1] or the quantum logic network model [2]. In the latter it is particularly easy to establish
a connection between physics and the processing of quantum information, since the building blocks
of the quantum logic network {the quantum gates{ are unitary transformations generated by suitably
tailored Hamiltonians. More recently, the capability of projective (von Neumann) measurements to
drive a quantum computation has been investigated [3, 4, 5]. In [6] we have shown that universal
quantum computation can be entirely built on one-qubit measurements on a particular class of highly
entangled multi-qubit states, the cluster states [7]. In this scheme, the cluster states form a resource
for quantum computation and the set of measurements form the program. This scheme we called the
\one-way quantum computer" since the entanglement in a cluster state is destroyed by the one-qubit
measurements and therefore the cluster state can be used only once. To stress the importance of the
cluster state for the scheme, we will use in the following the abbreviation QCC for \one-way quantum
computer".
We have shown in [6] that any quantum logic network can be simulated on the one-way quantum
computer. On the other hand, the quantum logic network model cannot explain all ways of quantum
information processing that are possible on a one-way quantum computer. To be specic, circuits which
realize transformations in the Cliord group {which is generated by all the CNOT-gates, Hadamard-
gates and =2 phase shifts{ can be performed by a QCC in a single time step, i.e. all the measurements
to implement such a circuit can be carried out at the same time. Similarly, circuits of gates diagonal
in the computational basis can be performed in two steps. These facts are not understood within the
quantum logic network model, where the logical depth is in general larger. For the described circuits,
the best networks that have been found have logarithmic depth in the number of qubits or gates,




temporal ordering of the gates of the network is transformed into a spatial pattern of measurement
directions on the resource cluster state. For the temporal ordering of the measurements there is no
counterpart in the network model. Therefore, the question of complexity of a quantum computation
must be possibly revisited.
These observations give rise to three questions: I) \What is the adequate computational model for
the one-way quantum computer ?", II) \How can the complexity of computations with the QCC be cal-
culated?", and III) \How is the temporal complexity of a realization of an algorithm on the QCC related
to the corresponding temporal complexity of the algorithm realized as a quantum logic network?". This
paper deals mainly with the rst two of these three questions. It describes the computational model
underlying the QCC and provides the tools by which the logical depth of algorithms on the QCC can
be discussed quantitatively. For the general case, the third question is open. In this paper, we discuss
the two special cases of circuits which (a) realize transformations in the Cliord group and (b) circuits
which consist of CNOT-gates and either x- or z-rotations with variable angle. In these two cases the
logical depths are D = 1 and D = 2, respectively, independent of the number of logical qubits or gates.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a summary of the QCC , as described in [6]. In
Section 3 the terminology required to describe the computational model for the QCC is developed. The
central part of this paper is Section 4 where the computational model underlying the one-way quantum
computer is described and proved. In Section 5, the non-network character of the QCC is illustrated at
the hand of the temporal complexity for the above mentioned two special classes of circuits. Section
6 is the conclusion.
2 Network picture of the QCC
Before starting the description of the objects relevant for the computational model we would like to
give a short summary of the one-way quantum computer. In [6] it was proved that the QCC is universal
by showing that it can simulate any quantum logic network.
For the one-way quantum computer, the entire resource for the quantum computation is provided
initially in the form of a specic entangled state {the cluster state [7]{ of a large number of qubits.
Information is then written onto the cluster, processed, and read out from the cluster by one-particle
measurements only. The entangled state of the cluster thereby serves as a universal \substrate" for
any quantum computation. Cluster states can be created eciently in any system with a quantum
Ising-type interaction (at very low temperatures) between two-state particles in a lattice conguration.
More specically, to create a cluster state jiC the qubits on a cluster C are at rst all prepared in
an individual state j+i = 1=p2(j0i + j1i) and then brought into a cluster state by switching on the
Ising-type interaction Hint for an appropriately chosen nite time span T . The time evolution operator
generated by the Ising-type Hamiltonian which takes the initial product state to the cluster state is
denoted by S.
The quantum state jiC , the cluster state of a cluster C of neighbouring qubits provides in advance
all entanglement that is involved in the subsequent quantum computation. It has been shown [7] that






z jiC = jiC ; (1)
where ngbh(a) species the sites of all qubits that interact with the qubit at site a 2 C. The eigenvalues
are determined by the distribution of the qubits on the lattice. The equations (1) are central for
the described computation scheme. It is important to realize here that information processing is
possible even though the result of every individual measurement in any direction of the Bloch sphere
is completely random. The reason for the randomness of the measurement results is that the reduced
density operator for each qubit in the cluster state is 121. While the individual measurement results
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are irrelevant for the computation, the strict correlations between measurement results inferred from
(1) are what makes the processing of quantum information on the QCCpossible.
Let us for clarity emphasize that in the scheme of the QCC we distinguish between cluster qubits in C
which are measured in the process of computation, and the logical qubits. The logical qubits constitute
the quantum information being processed while the cluster qubits in the initial cluster state form an
entanglement resource. Measurements of their individual one-qubit state drive the computation.
To process quantum information with this cluster, it suces to measure its particles in a certain
order and in a certain basis. Quantum information is thereby propagated through the cluster and
processed. Measurements of z-observables eectively remove the respective lattice qubits from the
cluster. x-measurements are used for \wires" i.e. to propagate logical quantum bits through the
cluster, and for the CNOT-gate between two logical qubits. Observables of the form cos(’)x +
sin(’)y are measured to realize arbitrary rotations of logical qubits. Here, the angle ’ species the
measurement direction. For the one-qubit rotations, the basis in which a certain qubit is measured
depends on the results of preceding measurements. This introduces a temporal ordering in which the
measurements have to be performed. The processing is nished once all qubits except a last one on
each wire have been measured. The remaining unmeasured qubits form the quantum register which
is now ready for the readout. At this point, the results of previous measurements determine in which
basis these \output" qubits need to be measured for the nal readout, or if the readout measurements
are in the x- or z-eigenbasis, how the readout measurements have to be interpreted. Without loss of
generality, we assume in this paper that the readout measurements are performed in the z-eigenbasis.
For illustration and later reference we review two points of the universality proof for the QCC ,
the realization of the arbitrary one-qubit rotation as a member of the universal set of gates, and the
eect of the randomness of the individual measurement results and how to account for them. For the
realization of a CNOT-gate, see Fig. 1 in section 5.1, and [6].
An arbitrary rotation UR 2 SU(2) can be achieved in a chain of 5 qubits. Consider a rotation in
its Euler representation
UR(; ; ) = Ux()Uz()Ux(); (2)













Initially, the rst qubit is in some state j ini, which is to be rotated, and the other qubits are in
j+i. After the 5 qubits are entangled by the time evolution operator S generated by the Ising-type
Hamiltonian, the state j ini can be rotated by measuring qubits 1 to 4. At the same time, the state
is also swapped to site 5. The qubits 1 : : : 4 are measured in appropriately chosen bases, viz.
Bj(’j,meas) =
 j0ij + eiϕj,meas j1ijp
2
;




whereby the measurement outcomes sj 2 f0; 1g for j = 1 : : : 4 are obtained. Here, sj = 0 means
that qubit j is projected into the rst state of Bj(’j,meas). In (4) the basis states of all possible
measurement bases lie on the equator of the Bloch sphere, i.e. on the intersection of the Bloch sphere
with the x − y-plane. Therefore, the measurement basis for qubit j can be specied by a single
parameter, the measurement angle ’j,meas. The measurement direction of qubit j is the vector on the
Bloch sphere which corresponds to the rst state in the measurement basis Bj(’j,meas). Thus, the
measurement angle ’j,meas is equal to the angle between the measurement direction at qubit j and
the positive x-axis. For all of the so far constructed gates, the cluster qubits are either {if they are
not required for the realization of the circuit{ measured in z, or {if they are required{ measured in
some measurement direction in the x− y-plane. In summary, the procedure to implement an arbitrary
rotation UR(; ; ), specied by its Euler angles ; ; , is this: 1. measure qubit 1 in B1(0); 2. measure
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Figure 1: Realization of elementary quantum gates on the QCC. Each square represents
a lattice qubit. The squares in the extreme left column marked with white circles denote
the input qubits, they on the right-most column denote the output qubits. Note that
blank squares can represent either σz measurements or empty lattice sites.
qubit 2 in B2
(
(−1)s1+1; 3. measure qubit 3 in B3 ((−1)s2); 4. measure qubit 4 in B4 ((−1)s1+s3).
In this way the rotation U 0R is realized:
U 0R(; ; ) = UUR(; ; ): (5)
The random byproduct operator
U = s2+s4x 
s1+s3
z (6)
can be corrected for at the end of the computation, as explained next.
The randomness of the measurement results does not jeopardize the function of the circuit. De-
pending on the measurement results, extra rotations x and z act on the output qubit of every
























s0c CNOT(c; t); (8)
these extra rotations can be propagated through the network to act upon the output state. By this we
mean that the extra random rotations need not be corrected for after a gate. Instead, one needs just
to keep track of them and delay correction until the end of the computation. Then, the extra rotations
can be accounted for by properly interpreting the z-readout measurement results.
The propagation relations (7) for the arbitrary rotation and (8) for the CNOT-gate dier with
respect to which of the two unitary transformations {the gate or the byproduct operator U- is modied
on the right hand side of (7) and (8). In the case of the propagation of a byproduct operator through
a rotation (7), the gate is changed and the byproduct operator remains unchanged. It passes just
through. Conversely, in the case of the propagation of a byproduct operator U through a CNOT-gate
(8), it is the byproduct operator which is modied and the gate remains unchanged.
The measurement bases B(’) and B(−’) in (4) coincide for angles ’ = 0 and for ’ = =2. For
’ = 0 the measurement basis B(’) is the eigenbasis of x, and for ’ = =2 the measurement basis
B(’) is the eigenbasis of y. In these cases, the choice of the measurement basis is not influenced
by the results of measurements at other qubits. Therefore, rotations whose Euler angles ; ;  are in
the set f0;=2g can be realized simultaneously in the rst round of measurements, that is no other
cluster qubits need to be measured before. Among these rotations are the Hadamard gate and the =2
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phase shift. As displayed in Fig. 1, the Hadamard gate and the =2-phase shift are both realized by
performing a pattern of x- and y-measurements on the cluster C.
Owing to the special Euler angles for the Hadamard- and the =2-phase gate, the propagation




sz = xszzsx H;
Uz(=2)xsxzsz = xsxzsx+sz Uz(=2):
(9)
Under propagation {via the propagation relations (7), (8) and (9){ the byproduct operators resulting
from the implementation of the universal gates generate a subgroup of the group
U local =
n
1; (i)x ; 
(i)
z ; i = 1::n; and products thereof
o
(10)
of all possible byproduct operators. U local  SU(2)⊗n is a subset of the set of all multi-local unitary
operations. Hence, it can be compensated for at the end of the computation by a local change of the
measurement bases.
To summarize, any quantum logic network can be simulated on a one-way quantum computer. A
set of universal gates can be realized by one-qubit measurements and the gates can be combined to
circuits. Due to the randomness of the results of the individual measurements, unwanted byproduct
operators are introduced. These byproduct operators can be accounted for by adapting measurement
directions throughout the process. In this way, a subset of qubits on the cluster C is prepared as the
output register. The quantum state on this subset of qubits equals that of the quantum register of the
simulated network up to the action of an accumulated byproduct operator. The byproduct operator
determines how the measurements on the output register are to be interpreted.
3 Beyond the network picture
In the previous section we have described the QCC in a network terminology, which has been useful to
prove the universality of the scheme. On the other hand, the cluster qubits do not have to be measured
in the order prescribed by the order of the gates in the corresponding network. This observation
indicates that the network picture does not describe the QCC in every respect.
3.1 The sets Qt of simultaneously measurable qubits
The cluster qubits which we have chosen to take the role of the readout register, for example, are just
qubits like any other cluster qubits. It turns out that, in a more ecient way of running the QCC , the
\readout" qubits are not the last ones to be measured but among the rst. It is advantageous to forget
about the network altogether and to view the QCC as a set of one-qubit measurements on a resource
quantum state, the cluster state. These measurements have to be performed in a certain order and in
a certain basis. The classical information of how to measure subsequent qubits must all be contained
in the results of the already performed measurements. Similarly, the nal result of the computation
must be contained in all the measurement outcomes together.
In the following we will adopt the strategy that every cluster qubit is measured at the earliest
possible time. This means that each qubit is measured as soon as the required measurement results
from other qubits which determine its measurement basis are known. Let us denote by Qt the set of
qubits which can be measured at the same time in the measurement round t. So, how can the sets Qt
be determined? First, Q0 = Qinit is the set of qubits which are measured in the initialization step of
the QCC . These are all the qubits whose observables x, y or z are measured. The measurement
bases for these qubits do not depend on the results of any previous measurements. To determine the
subsequent sets Qt, one looks at which qubits can be measured with the knowledge of the measurement
results from the qubits in Q0. These qubits form the set Q1. Next, one looks which qubits can be
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measured with the measurement results from the qubits in Q0 and Q1 known. These qubits form the
set Q2. In this manner one proceeds until the whole cluster C is divided into disjoint possible subsets
Qt.
As will become clear later, it is useful to introduce the sets Q(t) of yet-to-be measured qubits. More





Mathematically, the sets Qt are derived from a strict partial ordering in C. The strict partial ordering,
in turn, is generated by forward cones which are explained in the next section.
3.2 The forward- and backward cones
If a quantum logic network is simulated on the QCC , the measurement on a cluster qubit k with result
sk produces a byproduct operator (Uk)
sk at the respective location in the corresponding network. This
byproduct operator can be propagated forward in the way described by the propagation relations (7),
(8) and (9). Due to the propagation relation (7) it may reverse the sign of the measurement angle
’j,meas {as dened in (4) at some other cluster qubits j. The forward cone fc(k) of a cluster qubit k is
dened as the set of all those cluster qubits j of which the measurement angle ’j,meas is reversed due
to forward propagation of the byproduct operator Uk. Similarly, the backward cone bc(k) of a cluster
qubit k is the set of all those cluster qubits j of which the measurement angle ’j,meas is reversed due
to backward propagation of the byproduct operator Uk.
What does it mean that a cluster qubit j is in the forward cone of another cluster qubit k, j 2
fc(k)? According to the denition, a byproduct operator dierent from unity created at k reverses
the measurement angle ’j,meas at qubit j. To determine the measurement angle at j one must thus
wait for the measurement result at k to see what the byproduct operator created randomly by the
measurement at k is. If j 2 fc(k), the measurement at qubit j is performed later than that at qubit k.
This we denote by k  j
j 2 fc(k) ) k  j: (12)
Please note that the converse of (12) is not true. If k  j holds, still j 2 fc(k) may not. This can
be easily veried for the example of a general rotation (2). There, according to the procedure for
implementing such a rotation described in section 2, the result of the measurement of qubit 1 enters
into in which basis qubit 2 has to be measured. Hence, 2 2 fc(1). By (12), 1  2 which means that
the measurement at qubit 2 has to wait for the result of the measurement on qubit 1. Similarly, the
measurement result on qubit 2 enters in the choice of the measurement basis for the measurement on
qubit 3. 3 2 fc(2) and thus 2  3. Then 1  3 also holds as shown below in (13) , but 3 62 fc(1),
since the measurement result on qubit 1 does not influence the choice of the measurement basis for
the measurement on qubit 3.
The relation \" is a strict partial ordering. Suppose, that besides k  j, for another cluster qubit
l one had l 2 fc(j) and thus j  l. This would mean that the measurement at l must wait for the
measurement at j, which itself had to wait for the measurement at k. Thus, the measurement at l also
had to wait for the measurement at k. Therefore the relation \" is transitive,
k  j ^ j  l −! k  l: (13)
Further, a measurement to implement a gate cannot wait for its own result. Therefore the relation
\" is antiflexive,
9j j 2 C : j  j: (14)
Let us now cast the procedure to construct the sets of simultaneously measured qubits given above in
more precise terms. Be Qt  C the set of cluster qubits measured in measurement round t, and Q(t)  C
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the set of qubits which are to be measured in the measurement round t and all subsequent rounds, as
dened in (11). Then, Q0 = Qinit is the set of qubits which are measured in the initialization step.
These are the qubits of which the observables x, y or z are measured, so that the measurement
bases are not influenced by other measurement results. Further, Q(0) = C. Now, the sequence of sets
Qt can be constructed using the following recursion relation
Qt =
n




All those qubits which have no precursors in some remaining set Q(t) and thus do not have to wait for
results of measurements of qubits in Q(t) are taken out of this set to form Qt. The recursion proceeds
until Q(tmax+1) = ; for some maximal value tmax of t.
Can it happen that the recursion does not terminate? That were the case if for a number m of
qubits j1; :::; jm 2 C we had a cycle j1  j2  :::  jm  j1. Then, none of the qubits j1; ::; jn
could ever taken out of the set. However, by transitivity (13) we then had j1  j1 which contradicts
anti-reflexivity (14). Hence, such a situation cannot occur.
3.3 The algorithm- and measurement angles
The algorithm angles f’k,algog are the angles specifying the one-qubit rotations in the quantum logic
network simulated on the QCC , i.e. the Euler angles of these rotations. The measurement angle ’k,meas
species the basis (4) in which qubit k is measured. As seen from the description in section 2 of how to
implement a general rotation, the algorithm angles and the respective measurement angles dier only
by a possible sign factor 1. This sign factor results from byproduct operators propagating through
a general rotation as given by propagation relation (7). For each angle, the sign factor is divided
into two sub-factors, one caused by the byproduct operators generated by the measurements in the
initialization round, and the other caused by the byproduct operators generated in all the subsequent
measurement rounds. Including the eect caused by the measurements in the initialization round
only, one obtains the modied algorithm angles f’0k,algog. In the computational model which will be
described in Section 4 the measurement angles are deleted after the initialization round and replaced
by the modied algorithm angles.
Now there arises the question of how the measurement angles of the actual measurements are cal-
culated from the results of previous measurements. This question will be answered in Section 4.1. The
sections of this paper on the way from here to there will be devoted to set up the appropriate notation.
The question which interests us most, of course, is: \How can the nal result of the computation be
determined from all the measurement outcomes?" It will turn out that the answer to both questions
is the same.
3.4 Processing of the measurement results
3.4.1 The information vector
Let us again {as in Section 3.1{ make the change of the viewpoint from an explanation of the
QCC within the network model to a more suitable description, but now focusing on the quantities
required to describe the processing of the measurement results.
Suppose in the simulation of a quantum logic network N on the QCC in a network manner {i.e.
measuring the \readout" qubits at last{ the processing has reached the stage where all but those
cluster qubits have been measured which form the output register.












where xi; zi 2 f0; 1g for 1  i  n. Let us now label the unmeasured qubits on the cluster in the same
way as the readout qubits on the quantum logic network are labelled.
The \readout" qubits on the cluster are, at this point, in a state Ujouti, where jouti is the
output state of the corresponding quantum logic network. In the network picture, the computation is
completed by measuring each qubit in the z-eigenbasis, thereby obtaining the measurement results
fs0ig, say. In the QCC scheme, one measures the state Ujouti directly, whereby outcomes fsig are
obtained and the \readout" qubits are projected into the state jMi = Qni=1 1+(−1)siσ(i)z2 Ujouti.
Depending on the known byproduct operator U, the set of measurement results fsig in general has
a dierent interpretation from what the network readout fs0ig would have. The measurement basis is
the same. From (16) one obtains

















From (17) we see that a z-measurement on the state U jouti with results fsig represents the same
algorithmic output as a z-measurement of the state jouti with the results fs0ig, where the sets fsig
and fs0ig are related by
s0i  si + xi mod 2: (18)
The set fs0ig represents the result of the computation. It can be calculated from the results fsig of the
z-measurements on the \readout" cluster qubits, and the values fxig which can be extracted from
the byproduct operator U. We see that both the contribution of the byproduct operator and the
result of the measurement on the \readout" qubits of the cluster enter expression (18) in the same
way. Indeed, there is no need to distinguish between these two contributions. On the level of the
byproduct operators, the readout measurement result is translated into an additional contribution to
the accumulated byproduct operator. Both contributions to the such extended byproduct operator






, stem from random measurement results. It is just that the
contributions which constitute U must be propagated forward from where they originated and the
additional contributions from the readout measurements must be propagated one step backwards.
Both the forward and the backward propagated contributions to UR are propagated to the same
location in the network. Forward and backward propagation are closely related. In fact, as the
propagation relations (7), (8) and (9) are their own inverse, the rules are the same for both directions.
The distinguished role of the readout qubits is only a remnant of the interpretation of the QCC as a
quantum logic network. A more adequate description will have the consequence that the cluster qubits
on the \output register", for instance, will be measured during the initialization of the QCC such that
they are removed from the entangled quantum state even before the main part of the computation
starts.
In this paper, we will formulate the discussion directly in terms of the quantities fxi; zig and the
results fsig of the measurements on the cluster output register. Together, these quantities determine
the extended byproduct operator UR via (16) and (18). This is equivalent to the discussion in
terms of the extended byproduct operator UR itself. One may switch between the two pictures via
an isomorphism as explained below. The algebraic structures involved will be more apparent in the
formulation of the information vector I = I (fxi; zi; sig) dened below than in the formulation of the
operator UR.































As can be seen from (18) and (19), Ix is a possible result of a readout measurement in a corresponding
quantum logic network. Iz is an auxiliary quantity which has no meaning. However, below a flow
quantity I(t) will be dened for which I(tmax) = I with tmax the index of the nal computational step.
In I(t) both the z-part Iz(t) and the x-part Ix(t) are required to determine the bases for the one-qubit
measurements in Qt+1. As Iz(t) is of equal importance as Ix(t) throughout the process of computation
we keep Iz in the denition of I as well.
The set of possible information vectors I forms a 2n dimensional vector space over F2, I. Let
us consider the group U local of all possible extended byproduct operators UR. If we divide out the
normal divisor f1g of U local, the resulting factor group U = U local=f1g is isomorphic to I. From the
viewpoint of physics, dividing out the normal divisor f1g means that we ignore a global phase. The
isomorphism O which maps an I 2 I to the corresponding UR 2 U is given by







Iz,i 2 U ; (20)
where Ix,i and Iz,i are the respective components of Ix and Iz . The component-wise addition of vectors
in I corresponds, via the isomorphism O, to the multiplication of byproduct operators modulo a phase
factor 1. Multiplication of vectors I 2 I with the scalars 0,1 corresponds to raising the byproduct
operators UR 2 U to the respective powers.
3.4.2 The byproduct images
Be Ω the \cut" through a network N which intersects the qubit lines just before its output. This is the
cut at which the extended byproduct operator UR is accumulated. Consider a qubit k on the cluster
C which is measured in the course of computation. Depending on the result of the measurement on
qubit k, a byproduct operator (Uk)
sk is introduced in N at the location of the logical output qubits
of the gate for whose implementation the cluster qubit k was measured. This byproduct operator Uk
can {by using the propagation relations (7), (8) and (9){ propagated from where it occurred to the
cut Ω. There it appears as the forward propagated byproduct operator UkjΩ. The byproduct image Fk
of the measurement on qubit k is now dened as the vector which corresponds, via the isomorphism
O−1 (20), to UkjΩ:
Fk = O−1 (UkjΩ) : (21)
In the denition (21) of the byproduct image Fk it is mentioned only implicitly that the image is
evaluated on the cut Ω. Later in the discussion it will become apparent that we could evaluate the
byproduct image on every vertical cut O. (A vertical cut through a network is one which intersects
each qubit line only once.) Sometimes, if we compare to other vertical cuts, we will explicitly write
FkjΩ for Fk.
The set of byproduct images fFk; k 2 Cg is an important quantity for the scheme. It represents part
of the information which is needed to run a quantum algorithm with the QCC . The information vector
I can be expressed in terms of the byproduct images since I = O−1(UR) by (20). The contribution
to I from the measurement at qubit k with result sk and byproduct operator (Uk)
sk is sk Fk. The






The measurement bases in which the results sk are obtained {referred to implicitly in (22){ are not
xed a priori, but must be determined during the computation. They will be calculated from the









The quantity I(t) is similar to I as dened in (22), but to I(t) only contribute the byproduct images
of qubits from a subset
tS
i=1
Qi of C. The information flow vector I(tmax) after the nal measurement
round tmax equals the information vector I,
I = I(tmax): (24)
Now that we have mapped the multiplication of byproduct operators, i.e. their accumulation, onto
addition modulo 2 on the level of the vectors in I, there arises the question whether other operations on
the byproduct operators could also be expressed in terms of the corresponding vectors I. Specically,
how does the byproduct operator propagation look like on the level of the I 2 I ?
3.4.3 The propagation matrices
The answer to this question is that on the level of the vector quantities in I propagation is described
by multiplication with certain 2n 2n-matrices C. Consider two cuts O1 and O2 through a network
which intersect each qubit line only once. Further, be the two cuts such that they do not intersect
each other and that O1 is earlier than O2. The part of the quantum logic network between O1 and
O2 is denoted by NO1!O2 . Be IkjO1 and IkjO2 the vectors describing a byproduct operator resulting
from the measurement of qubit k, propagated to the cuts O1 and O2, respectively. Then we have
IkjO2 = C(NO1!O2) IkjO1 : (25)
The set of the possible matrices C is denoted by K. K is a group. To any quantum logic network N a
matrix CN can be assigned. For a network N2 N1 composed of two subnetworks N1 and N2 (of which
N1 is carried out rst) the propagation matrix is equal to the product of the propagation matrices of
the subnetworks
C(N2  N1) = C(N2)C(N1): (26)
Because of property (26) we only need to nd the propagation matrices for the general one-qubit
rotations, the CNOT-gate and the Hadamard gate. The one-qubit rotations and the CNOT-gate alone
form a universal set of gates. The reason why we also include the Hadamard gate is that it is here
treated dierently from the general rotations, as can be seen from the propagation relations (7) and
(9). By propagation through a Hadamard- or =2-phase gate, the gate is left unchanged while the
byproduct operator changes; whereas for the propagation through a general rotation, the rotation
changes and the byproduct operator stays the same. The special treatment of the Hadamard and the
=2-phase gate is advantageous in terms of the temporal complexity of a computation, because if one
uses the propagation relation (9) the implementation of the Hadamard gate does not need to wait
for results of any previous measurements. On the other hand, general rotations do {as can be seen
from (7){ not change byproduct operators passing through, while with the propagation relations (9)
Hadamard and =2-phase gates do. Thus, for nding the byproduct images the general rotations in
N can be replaced by the identity. Only the CNOT-, Hadamard and =2-phase gates have an eect.
Let us now give the propagation matrices for propagation through CNOT-, Hadamard and =2-









where Cxx, Czx, Cxz and Czz are n n matrices with binary valued entries.
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denotes the entry of row k and column l in Cxx. Note that the qubit index i
is not summed over in (28) and that the addition is modulo 2.


























For the CNOT-gate on control qubit c and target qubit t one nds the propagation matrix
C(CNOT(c; t)) with
(Cxx(CNOT(c; t)))kl = kl + ktcl;
(Czz(CNOT(c; t)))kl = kl + kctl;
Czx(CNOT(c; t)) = 0;
Cxz(CNOT(c; t)) = 0:
(30)







= C(H U (i)z (=2)H); (32)
C(CNOT(c; t))T = C(CNOT(t; c)); (33)
Cxx(CNOT(c; t))
T = Czz(CNOT(c; t)): (34)
For the group K of the propagation matrices there exist conserved quantities. One of them, I1Tx I2z +
I1Tz I2x, is discussed in Section 3.4.4.
Let us now give three examples for the propagation matrices. For the case of 2 logical qubits,




0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
1
CCA ; (35)
C(U (1)z (=2)) =
0
BB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0







1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1




3.4.4 Conservation of the symplectic form
The symplectic form S with the components
Skl = k,(l+n) mod 2n; (38)
is conserved under the operation S −! CTS C. For all C 2 K the following property holds
S = CTS C: (39)
Therefore, the symplectic scalar product
(I1; I2)S = IT1xI2z + I
T
1zI2x mod 2 (40)
is also conserved. For any I1; I2 2 I and C 2 K holds
(I1; I2)S = (CI1; CI2)S : (41)
The conservation (41) of the symplectic scalar product follows directly from (39). The conservation
(39) of the symplectic form only needs to be shown for the the CNOT-, the Hadamard and the =2-
phase gate; general C follow then by use of (26) and the fact that all one-qubit rotations except the
Hadamard gate, the =2-phase gate and their products correspond to trivial C = 1. This reflects
the fact (7) that byproduct operators remain unchanged when they are propagated through general
rotations. Now note that the symplectic form S, written as a matrix, is given by
S = C(H) (42)
where H is the Hadamard gate on all qubits.
For the case C = C(H(i)) in (39) one nds
C(H(i))
T







In the rst line we have used (42), in the second (31). The third line is true because Hadamard gates
mutually commute and the fourth line using (42).
For the case C = C(U (i)z (=2)) in (39) one nds
C(U (i)z (=2))
T












Here, in the rst and the last line we have used (42) and in the second (32) and (26). The fourth line
is true because of (26) and C(Uz(=2) = z) = 1.
For the case C = C(CNOT(c; t)) in (39) one nds
C(CNOT(c; t))T S C(CNOT(c; t)) = C(CNOT(c; t))T C(H)C(CNOT(c; t))
= C(CNOT(t; c))C(H)C(CNOT(c; t))
= C(H) (C(H)C(CNOT(t; c))C(H)) C(CNOT(c; t))




In the second line we have used (33). From (43), (44), (45) and (26) follows the conservation (39) of
the symplectic form and thus (41) follows. The conservation (41) of the symplectic scalar product will
be used in Section 3.4.5.
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3.4.5 The cone test
The cone test is used to nd out whether two measurements, which are part of some gates of a circuit,
influence each other, i.e. whether one of the measurements has to wait for the result of the other. The
cone test does not reveal which of the two measurements has to be performed rst.
Let j; k be some cluster qubits k 2 C and j 2 Q(1). Qubit j is not measured in the initialization
step and thus the observable measured at qubit j is a nontrivial linear combination of x and y , hence
j can be in the forward and backward cones of some other cluster qubits. We would like to nd out
whether j is in the forward or backward cone of k. For this question the cone test provides a necessary
and sucient criterion. It reads
8 k 2 C; j 2 Q(1) : j 2 fc(k) _ j 2 bc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (46)
To check whether a qubit lies in some other qubits backward or forward cone we only need the two
forward images and can use the symplectic scalar product.
We further observe that
8 j; k 2 Q(1) : j 2 fc(k) () k 2 bc(j): (47)
If we conne k to k 2 Q(1)  C we can insert (47) into (46) such that the expression on the l.h.s.
of (46) becomes symmetric with respect to j and k. This ts in well since the r.h.s of (46) is also
symmetric. The proofs of the cone test (46) and the forward-backward cone relation (47) are given in
the appendix.
3.5 To what a quantum logic network condenses
Simulating a quantum logic network on a QCC is a two-stage process. Before the genuine computation,
we feed a classical computer with the network to simulate. It returns the quantities needed to run
the respective algorithm on the QCC . These quantities are the sets Qt of simultaneously measured
qubits, the backward cones bc(k) of the initialization qubits k 2 Q0, the measurement bases of the
initialization qubits, the byproduct images Fj for j 2 C and the algorithm angles ’l,meas for l 2 Q(1).
Together these quantities represent the program for the QCC .
In [6] we wrote that the set of one-qubit measurements on a cluster state represents the program.
Now we can be more specic about the measurement pattern representing the program for the QCC .
The measurement pattern has both a temporal and a spatial structure. The temporal structure is
given by the sets Qt of simultaneously measured qubits. The spatial structure consists of the bases of
the initialization measurements (x-, y- and z-) and of the measurement angles in the subsequent
rounds. The measurement angles can be determined only run-time, since they involve the random
outcomes of previous measurements. The measurement angles are determined using the algorithm
angles and the byproduct images.
4 Computational model for the QCC
In the preceding two sections we have established the notions of the sets of simultaneously measurable
qubits, backward cones, byproduct images, measurement angles and the information flow vector. In
this section, the computational model underlying the QCC is described in these terms. First, we would
like to give a summary of the characteristic features of the model:
 The QCC has no quantum input and no quantum output.
 For any given quantum algorithm, the cluster C is divided into disjoint subsets Qt 2 C of qubits,
t = 0; 1; : : : ; tmax, where Qp \Qq = ; for p 6= q and
Stmax
t=0 Qt = C. These subsets are measured
one after the other in the order given by the index t. In measurement round t the set Qt of
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Figure 2: General scheme of the quantum computer via one-qubit measurements. The
sets Qt of lattice qubits are measured one after the other. The results of earlier mea-
surements determine the measurement bases of later ones. All classical information
from the measurement results needed to steer the QCC condenses into the informa-
tion flow vector I(t). After the last measurement round tmax, I(tmax) contains the
result of the computation.
qubits is measured. The scheme consists of two steps, 1. Initialization in which the qubits in Q0
are measured, and 2. the main part of the computation, comprising several measurement rounds
in which the remaining sets Qt of qubits are measured.
 The classical information gained by the measurements is processed within a flow scheme. The
flow quantity is a (classical) 2n-component binary vector I(t), where n is the number of logical
qubits of a corresponding quantum logic network and t the number of the measurement round.
 This vector I(t), the information flow vector, is updated after every measurement round; that is,
after the one-qubit measurements of all qubits of a set Qt+1 have been performed simultaneously,
I(t) is taken to I(t + 1). The quantities which contribute to I(t + 1) are the information flow
vector of the previous step, I(t); and the results of the one-qubit measurements at the set Qt+1.
Conversely, I(t) determines which one-qubit observables are to be measured on the qubits of the
set Qt+1.
 The result of the computation is given by the information flow vector I(tmax) after the last
measurement round. From this quantity the readout measurement result of the quantum register
in the corresponding quantum logic network can be read o directly without further processing.
We should make a comment on the rst point. The QCC has no quantum output. Of course, the
nal result of any computation {including quantum computations{ is a classical number, but for
the quantum logic network the state of the output register before the readout measurements plays
a distinguished role. For the QCC this is not the case, there are just cluster qubits measured in a
certain order and basis. If, to perform a particular algorithm on the QCC , a quantum logic network
is implemented on a cluster state there is a subset of cluster qubits which play the role of the output
register. These qubits are, however, not the nal qubits to be measured, but among the rst (!).
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The QCC has no quantum input. This means that the quantum input state is known and can thus
be created from some standard quantum state, e.g. j00:::0i by a circuit preceding the main part of




2(j0ii + j1ii) is an
example for such a situation. Other scenarios are conceivable, e.g. where an unknown quantum input
is processed and the classical result of the computation is retransmitted to the sender of the input
state; or the unmeasured network output register state is retransmitted. These scenarios would lead
only to slight modications in the computational model. They are, however, not in the focus of this
paper. The reader who is interested in how to read in and process an unknown quantum state with
the QCC is referred to [6].
4.1 Description of the model
The scheme consists of the following steps
1. Initialization.
(a) Measure all qubits k 2 Q0. Obtain measurement results fskjk 2 Q0g.
(b) Modify the angles ’j,algo for the continuous gates




for all j 2 Q(1).





2. Main part of the computation.
Perform the following three steps (2a) - (2c) for all qubit sets Qt  Q(0) in ascending order,
beginning with Q1. In the measurement round t,
(a) Determine the measurement bases for j 2 Qt according to
’j,meas = ’0j,algo (−1)(I(t−1),Fj)S (50)
(b) Perform the measurements on the qubits j 2 Qt. Thereby obtain the measurement results
fsj 2 f0; 1g j j 2 Qtg.
(c) Update the information flow vector I
I(t) = I(t− 1) +
X
j2Qt
sj Fj : (51)
The information flow vector I(tmax) after the nal measurement round tmax as can be seen from (24)
equals the information vector I. Now, from I we can directly read o the result Ix of the computation.
Ix is identical to the readout of the corresponding quantum logic network.
Remark 1. Note that in the initialization step the byproduct operators created by the measurements
on qubits in Q0 have been propagated backwards to set the angles f’0algog. There is also a scheme in
which the byproduct operators caused by the measurements in the initialization round are propagated
forward to set the modied algorithm angles f’0algog. In that scheme, the update of the information
flow vector I(t) and the rule to determine the measurement angles ’k,meas are the same as in the
described scheme, given by (50) and (51). What is dierent is the initialization and the appearance
of a step of post-processing. In the modied scheme, I(t) is initialized to I(0) = 0. The quantity
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which was I(0) in (49) is computed as well but now stored as an auxiliary quantity I until the end of
the computation. After the last measurement round tmax, the information vector I then is obtained
by the relation I = I(tmax) + I, which requires the extra post-processing step. We have chosen to
present the scheme with backward propagation of byproduct operators in the initialization in order to
avoid superfluous post-processing. This way, the quantity I(t) which steers the computational process
directly displays the result of the computation after the nal update to I(tmax).
Remark 2. This comment concerns the choice O = Ω of the cut on which the byproduct images
Fk are evaluated. In the visualization of the QCC as an implementation of a quantum logic network
the cut Ω plays a distinguished role. The byproduct operators accumulated at Ω determine how the
\readout" measurements have to be interpreted. In the computational model underlying the QCC ,
however, the former readout qubits are just qubits to be measured like any other cluster qubits. In the
computational model of the QCC the cut Ω is distinguished only very slightly. Due to the invariance
(41) of the symplectic scalar product (40) the byproduct images Fk, which enter the expression (50)
for the ’k,meas directly and via (49) and (51), can be evaluated with respect to any vertical cut O
through the corresponding quantum logic network. The information vector I which displays the result
of the computation in its x-part Ix would then be related to the information flow vector after the nal
measurement round I(tmax) via I = C(NO!Ω) I(tmax). Thus, the particular vertical cut O = Ω was
again chosen just to avoid an additional step of post-processing.
4.2 Proof of the model
In this section it is shown that if we run the QCC according to the scheme described in Section 4.1,
we obtain the same result as in the corresponding quantum logic network. This requires to prove that
(a) one does indeed choose all the measurement angles correctly and (b) obtains at the end of the
computation the result Ix, the x-part of the information vector I as dened in (22).
To show point (b), using (24), (49) and (51) we obtain for the information vector














in accordance with (22). This ensures that we obtain the right vector I at the end of the computation,
provided the measurement bases were chosen appropriately, as required for (a). This is checked below.
First we observe that the measurement angle ’j,meas and the algorithm angle ’j,algo at qubit j are
related in the following way
’j,meas = ’j,algo (−1)ϑj with #j =
X
k2Cjj2fc(k)
sk mod 2: (52)
This follows from the denition of the forward cones in section 3.1. The measurement angle at j
is reversed potentially by the byproduct operator Uk generated at k if k 2 fc(j). Since the actual
byproduct operator generated via measurement on qubit k and depending on the measurement result
sk is (Uk)
sk , the sign of the measurement angle ’j,meas is flipped i sk = 1 and j 2 fc(k). Hence one
obtains (52).
































where all sums are evaluated modulo 2, and discuss the three terms T1, T2 and T3 separately.







sk (Fk;Fj)S ; (54)
where the last identity holds by the cone test (46).
Term T2 of (53):



















sk (Fk;Fj)S : (55)
In (55) the last line again follows by using the cone test (46).




sk = j : (56)
The last equity follows by the denition of j in (48). Thus, the term T3 is the contribution to
#j coming from the initialization where the algorithm angles f’j,algog are changed to the modied
algorithm angles f’0j,algog.
Now we combine the three terms T1, T2 and T3. By (53), (54), (55) and (56) we obtain

















= j + (I(t − 1);Fj)S : (57)
The last line holds by using (23). If we now insert (57) into (52) and use the denition of j in (48)
we obtain
’j,meas = ’0j,algo (−1)(I(t−1),Fj)S ;
which proofs equation (50), and concludes the proof of the computational model described in Section
4.1.
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5 Logical depth and temporal complexity
The logical depth is, to our knowledge, only dened in the context of quantum logic networks, but
it can straightforwardly be generalized to the QCC . In networks one combines gates which can be
performed in parallel to layers. The logical depth of a quantum logic network then is the minimum
number of its layers. Similarly in case of the QCC , one can combine the cluster qubits which can
be measured simultaneously to drive the computation to sets Qt. There, the logical depth of the
QCC -realization of an algorithm is the minimal number of such sets.
Since the one-qubit measurements on the cluster state mutually commute, one may be led to think
that they can always be performed all in parallel. They could, but then the measurements would in
general not drive a deterministic computation.
In the following, we will denote the logical depth in the context of the QCC by D and the logical
depth of a quantum logic network by DN .
5.1 D = 1 for circuits in the Clifford group
The Cliord group of gates is generated by the CNOT-gates, the Hadamard-gates and the =2-phase
shifts. In this section it is proved that the logical depth of such circuits is D = 1 on the QCC ,
independent of the number of logical qubits n. For a subgroup of the Cliord group, the group
generated by the CNOT- and Hadamard gates alone we can compare the result to the best known
upper bound for quantum logic networks, where the logical depth scales like O(log n) [8].
The elementary gates we use are the Hadamard gate H = 1=
p
2(x + z), the =2-phase gate
Uz(=2) = exp(−i=4 z), and the CNOT-gate between neighbouring qubits, whose realization on the
QCC is depicted in Fig. 1. Out of the latter we construct the CNOT-gate between arbitrary qubits
via the swap-gate composed of three CNOT-gates. Hence, out of the elements displayed in Fig. 1 any
circuit in the Cliord group can be composed. At this point we must emphasize that in a practical
realization of a QCC we would not perform a general CNOT in the described manner using the swap
gate. There is a more ecient realization for the general CNOT, whose spatial resources scale more
favourably. This gate will be displayed elsewhere. The purpose here is to keep the argument compact
rather than the gates.
It is possible to measure all qubits at once. This works since, as shown in Fig. 1, all cluster qubits
necessary for the realization of the CNOT-, Hadamard- and =2-phase gates are measured either in
the eigenbasis of x or of y. The redundant qubits are measured in z , as explained in [6]. Thus,
none of the qubits is measured in a basis whose proper adjustment requires classical information
from measurement results at other qubit sites. This concludes the proof of D = 1 for circuits in the
Cliord group. In a computation, of course all the measurement results obtained must be interpreted.
Therefore, there exists a contribution to the computation time from classical post-processing. The
connection between logical depth and computation time is discussed in section 5.3.
5.2 D = 2 for circuits of CNOT-gates and a U(1)⊗n-subgroup of rotations
In this section we prove that the logical depth D of a circuit composed of either CNOT-gates and
rotations about the x-axis or of CNOT-gates and rotations about the z-axis is D = 2. This set of
circuits contains all circuits of diagonal 2-qubit gates as a special case. For circuits of diagonal 2-qubit
gates we can compare our result D = 2 to the best known result [8] for quantum logic networks where
the logical depth scales logarithmically in the number of gates.
Here we give the proof for circuits of CNOT-gates and rotations about the z-axis Uz() = e−iα
σz
2 .
The elementary gates used are (a) the rotations about the z-axis Uz() = e−iα
σz
2 , and (b) the CNOT-
gate between neighbouring logical qubits. The realization of the rotation Uz is depicted in Fig. 1. Of
the CNOT-gate between neighbouring qubits we construct the swap-gate between neighbouring qubits
and by that the general CNOT-gate, as in section 5.1. The strategy to implement the circuit is then:
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(1) to measure all those qubits on C which are to be measured in the eigenbases of x, z or y; and
(2) to measure the remaining qubits, i.e. the ones which are measured in a direction in the x−y-plane.
That the measurements in (1) can be performed in one step has already been shown in section 5.1.
It remains to be shown that the measurements in the tilted measurement directions of step (2) can
also be performed in parallel. Let j and l be two cluster qubits which are measured in a tilted basis
in step 2 in order to implement the rotations. Using (15) one nds
D > 2 =) 9 j; l 2 Q(1) : l  j (that is, Q(2) 6= ;): (58)
Further holds
l  j =) 9 k 2 Q(1) : j 2 fc(k); (59)
because the strict partial ordering \" is generated by the forward cones, i.e. l  j () either j 2
fc(l); or 9(k1; : : : kr) : k1 2 fc(l) ^ ks 2 fc(ks−1); 2  s  r ^ j 2 fc(kr).
Moreover, from the criterion (46) one derives
j 2 fc(k) =) (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (60)
Now, by putting the implications (58), (59) and (60) together we obtain
D > 2 =) 9 j; k 2 Q(1) : (Fj ;Fk)S = 1; (61)
which we negate to obtain
8j; k 2 Q(1) : (Fj ;Fk)S = 0 =) D  2: (62)
Next it is proved that (Fj ;Fk)S = 0 does indeed hold for all j; k 2 Q(1).
A measurement of a qubit at site k, which is part of the implementation of a rotations about the
z-axis, generates a byproduct operator (Uk)
sk = (z)
sk . This can be seen from equations (2), (5) and
(6). Now let be i the number of the logical qubit on which the rotation Uz(’k) is performed by the
measurement of cluster qubit k. Further, let O be a vertical cut through the network simulated by
the QCC . O intersects each qubit line only once. In particular, it shall intersect the qubit line i just







CCCCA ; with Fkz,l = il: (63)
What we see from (63) is that FkxjO = 0. Be NO!Ω the part of the network N which is located
between the two cuts O and Ω. The byproduct image Fk corresponding to Uk is then given by
Fk = FkjΩ = C(NO!Ω)FkjO: (64)
The only gates that contribute to C(NO!Ω) are the CNOT-gates, as described in section 3.4.3. The
propagation matrices for CNOT gates (30) have block-diagonal form. Hence, using (26) the propagation


















Figure 3: Network for a diagonal gate composed of rotations Uz and CNOT-gates.
From (63), (64) and (65) it follows that the x-part of the byproduct image vector Fk vanishes for all k
Fkx = 0 8k 2 Q(1): (66)
Hence by the denition of the symplectic scalar product (40), we obtain (Fj ;Fk)S = 0 for all j; k 2 Q(1).
This proves via (62) D  2. The measurements to implement the one-qubit rotations can thus all be
performed at the same time. In (62) the case D = 1 can be easily be excluded for all interesting
cases such that only D = 2 remains. This concludes the proof of D = 2 for circuits of CNOT-gates
and rotations of the form e−iϕ
σz




Now let us discuss the special case of circuits composed of diagonal two-qubit gates. A diagonal










modulo a possible global phase which is not relevant.
The network of rotations about the z-axis and of a CNOT-gate shown in Fig. 3 realizes a general
diagonal two-qubit gate. In order to obtain the angles ’1, ’2 and ’3 specifying the diagonal gate Gd












(−’1 + ’2 + ’3):
(68)
Thus, a circuit of diagonal two-qubit gates can also be regarded as a circuit of z-rotations and CNOT-
gates. Therefore we nd D = 2 for circuits of diagonal two-qubit gates on the QCC . This result can
be compared to the best known upper bound [8] for quantum logic networks where the logical depth
is of the order O(log nG) with nG the number of two-qubit gates.
5.3 The logical depth D is a good measure for temporal complexity
The computational model described in section 4.1 is a alternating series of measurement rounds and
classical processing of the thereby obtained measurement results. Let Q be the time required to
perform the simultaneous measurements in one measurement round and cl be the time required
for the elementary steps of classical processing: say, addition modulo 2 or multiplication of two bits.
The time Tcl(t) required for classical processing after each measurement round consists of two parts.
First, the time Tcl,I(t) to update the information flow vector I(t) and second, the time Tcl,(t) to
determine the signs of the measurement angles of all measurements in the next round. The update
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of the information vector I(t) according to (51) can be done for all 2n components in parallel. The
update I(t− 1) −! I(t) following measurement round t requires the time that it takes to add up kQtk
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The number of qubits in the set Qt is bounded from above by kCk since Qt  C. Thus
Tcl,I(t)  cl log kCk: (69)
To determine the proper measurement angle ’k,meas for the measurement on qubit k 2 Qt+1 in the
next measurement round requires, according to (50), the evaluation of the symplectic scalar product
(I(t); Fk)S . This requires 1 step for multiplication and log 2n steps for addition modulo 2. Thus,
Tcl, = cl (logn+ 2) : (70)






[log kCk+ logn+ 2]

: (71)
We see that the computation time Tcomp is only formally linear in the logical depth D since the time
required per computational step contains contributions logarithmic in the number n of logical qubits
and in the cluster size kCk. These logarithmic contributions are, however, suppressed by the ratio be-
tween the characteristic time for classical processing and the characteristic time for the von-Neumann
measurements, cl=Q. This ratio can, in practice, be very small. Therefore, the logarithmic cor-
rections become important only in the limit of large clusters and large n. As will be argued below,
even in the regions where a quantum computer is believed to become useful, n  105, the logarithmic
corrections have only a minor influence on the total computation time.
We now eliminate the dependence of the total computation time on the cluster size kCk. For this
we assume that on the QCC we simulate a quantum logic network with the network logical depth
DN . Now, we give an upper bound on kCk as a function of n and DN . As displayed in Fig. 1, a
single CNOT gate has width 7 and height 3 on the cluster C. The rotation has height 1 and width
5, if the output qubit is counted. The wires for the logical qubits on the cluster can have distance
2 and each set of parallelized gates will at most require a slice of width 6 on the cluster. Without
double counting of sites, a CNOT consumes an area of 26 cluster qubits. Hence, the swap-gate as in
Fig. 1, composed of three CNOT-gates, requires an array of 2 18 qubits on the cluster. If a general
CNOT-gate on the cluster were composed of a next-neighbour CNOT-gate and swap-gates (in practice
it is not), then it would require at most an array of height  width =2n− 1  18(n− 2) + 6 qubits.
Hence, a CNOT gate would, to leading order, consume at most 36n2 cluster qubits. Each rotation
would require at most {in the worst case where on the network it could not be performed in parallel
with other gates{ a slice of width 4 on the cluster, so it consumes at most 8n cluster qubits. The total
number of gates in the network is bounded from above by nDN . The simulation of each gate costs at
most max(36n2; 8n) = 36n2 cluster qubits. Hence, the size of the required cluster is
kCk  36n3DN : (72)
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If we now use the assumption about a good quantum algorithm that the logical depth scales polyno-
mially in the number of qubits n,
DN = c np; (73)














From a strict scaling point of view, we nd that the computation time is no longer equal to the logical
depth D times a constant, but there are log n- corrections due to the classical processing. The spatial
overhead kCk is polynomial. From a practical point of view, we nd that the logarithmic corrections
even for numbers n of logical qubits in the range of 105 play a minor role since they are suppressed
by the ratio cl=Q. We could plug in some realistic numbers, say Q = 1 s, cl = 1 ns, p = 3 and
n = 105, to obtain cl=Q (p+ 4) logn  0:12 (or  0:24 for n = 1010).
On the other hand, if one adopts this more practical viewpoint one may not be satised already
by the result that the spatial overhead scales polynomially with the number of the logical qubits, but
might want to know what the scaling power actually is. Above we found that kCk scales with the
(p + 3)th power of n. However, in the above argument, which was focused on the computation time
where the precise value of exponent for the spatial scaling did not have much of an eect, we have been
extremely wasteful with spatial resources. A more careful discussion yields a more favourable scaling
of the spatial overhead.
This section was concerned with the logical depth D and the total computation time Tcomp. In the
regime where the characteristic time for classical operations is much shorter than the time required
for a von-Neumann-projection, even for very large numbers n of logical qubits the logical depth D
is a good measure for temporal complexity on the QCC . The classical processing required can be
parallelized to such a degree that it increases the total computation time only marginally.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have described the computational model underlying the one-way quantum computer,
which is very dierent from the quantum logic network model.
The formal description of the QCC is based on primitive quantities. These are the sets Qt  C of
cluster qubits (dening the temporal ordering of measurements on the cluster state), the byproduct
images (used to determine the spatial pattern of measurement directions) and the information flow
vector I(t) which is the central information-carrying quantity. In the process of computation it deter-
mines the bases in which the measurements have to be performed and at the end it contains the result
of the computation. The information flow vector is just a binary 2n-component vector. The classical
operations required for the update of I(t) are addition modulo 2 and the evaluation of the symplectic
scalar product.
Within the described framework one can construct the optimal measurement strategy to implement
an algorithm on the QCC . As shown for circuits of diagonal gates or of CNOT- and Hadamard
gates, respectively, this leads to lower logical depths than those which so far have been found for
the corresponding networks. In these two cases, the logical depths for the QCC are constant in the
number of gates and logical qubits, whereas the best known bounds for networks scale logarithmically.
It therefore seems that, at least for the QCC , the question of temporal complexity must be revisited.
The tools for this discussion together with rst results have been provided in this paper.
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A Proof: cone test and forward-backward cone relation
Here we prove the cone test (46) and the forward-backward cone relation (47). Considering the cone
test, rst note that whether a one-qubit rotation at some position in the network is about the z-
axis or a about the x-axis can be identied by the potential byproduct operator produced when the
rotation is implemented. This can be seen by inspecting (2), (5), (6) and the procedure to implement
a general rotation as described in section 2. The x-rotations Ux() and Ux() of UR(; ; ) in (2) are
implemented by measurements on the qubits 2 and 4 of a 5-qubit chain. As can be seen from (6),
they contribute to the byproduct operator U of the rotation UR with xs2+s4 where s2 and s4 are
the results of the measurements on qubits 2 and 4. Further, the rotation about the z-axis, Uz(),
is implemented by measurement of qubit 3. The contribution to the byproduct operator which is
thereby generated is, from (6), zs3 . We see that x-rotations only generate byproduct operators x
and z-rotations only generate byproduct operators z.
Now consider two qubits k; j on the cluster, k 2 C and j 2 Q(1). There are three possible cases, I)
k  j, II) j  k and III) k 6 j ^ j 6 k which we will discuss separately. The case k  j ^ j  k can
not occur because then we had by transitivity (13) k  k which contradicts anti-reflexivity (14).
Case I: k  j.
A byproduct operator generated via the measurement on the cluster qubit k must be propagated
forward to possibly reach the rotation on the logical qubit i implemented via the measurement on the
cluster qubit j. Let be OA and OB two cuts through the network which intersect each logical qubit line
only once. Further, let OA and OB be identical except for where they intersect the qubit line i in the
network. OA intersects the qubit line i just before the rotation implemented by the measurement at
cluster qubit j, and OB intersects it just after the rotation. Denote the potential byproduct operator
which is generated via the measurement on cluster qubit k and then propagated forward to the cuts
OA and OB , by UkjOA and UkjOB , respectively (the byproduct operators which are actually generated
are (UkjOA)sk and (UkjOB )sk). Further, we denote the restriction of the byproduct operators UkjOA
and UkjOB to the logical qubit i by [UkjOA ]i and [UkjOB ]i. The two cuts dier only on the logical qubit
i, and there only by on which side of the respective cut the rotation is located. Therefore, using (7),
follows that UkjOA = UkjOB . Hence also
[UkjOA ]i = [UkjOB ]i : (75)
If the rotation implemented via the measurement on cluster qubit j is about the x-axis, then the
measurement on qubit j has to wait for the measurement on cluster qubit k i [UkjOA ]i contains a
contribution z . The measurement on j itself produces a potential byproduct operator [UjjOB ]i =
x. Similarly, if the rotation implemented via the measurement on j is about the z-axis then the
measurement on j has to wait for the measurement on k i [UkjOA ]i contains a contribution x. The
measurement on j itself produces a potential byproduct operator [Uj jOB ]i = z .
Because of (75) Uk can as well be evaluated at the cut OB instead of OA. The byproduct operator
on the intersection of qubit line i and cut OB resulting from the measurement on qubit j can be written
in the form
























The byproduct operator on the intersection of qubit line i and cut OB resulting from the measurement









One can now easily check for both the cases of an x- and a z-rotation implemented by the measurement
on qubit j that the measurement of qubit j must wait for the result of the measurement of qubit k i
xj,izk,i + zj,ixk,i = 1 mod 2: (78)











[UkjOB ]i is via the restriction of the isomorphism (20) on qubit i. Thus, xj,i; zj,i are just the i-
components of IxjOB and Iz jOB, respectively. Equivalent relations hold for xk,i; zk,i. One nds
xj,i = Ijx,ijOB ; zj,i = Ijz ,ijOB
xk,i = Ikx,ijOB ; zk,i = Ikz ,ijOB : (79)
Further we observe that
Ijx,ljOB = 0; Ijz ,ljOB = 0 for all l 6= i; (80)
since the byproduct operator introduced by the implementation of the rotation acts, at the cut OB,
non-trivially only on the logical qubit i. Thus we can write




= (Ij jOB ; IkjOB )S
= (Ij jΩ; IkjΩ)S
= (Fj ;Fk)S ;
(81)
where the second line holds by the denition (40) and the third by (25) and the conservation (41) of
the symplectic scalar product. Inserting (81) into (78) yields
k  j : j 2 fc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (82)
Case II: j  k.
First we observe that j can only be in the backward cone of k, but not in the forward cone. For if
j was in fc(k) with (12) k  j would hold, and with the case assumption j  j would then follow
{ which is a contradiction. Thus, the byproduct operator generated via the measurement on k must
be propagated backwards in the network to reach the gate for whose implementation qubit j is to be
measured. In analogy to case I, we dene a vertical cuts OA and OB which intersect the logical qubit i
just at the input- and output side of the rotation implemented by the measurement of cluster qubit j.
The reasoning is completely analogous to case I, up to the fact that the potential byproduct operator
generated via the measurement of cluster qubit k is in this case propagated backwards onto the cut
OB. Qubit j is in the backward cone of qubit k i the quantity (Ij jOB ; IkjOB )S is equal to 1. Again,
by conservation (41) of the symplectic scalar product follows
j  k : j 2 bc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (83)
Case III: k 6 j ^ j 6 k.
First note that in the two above cases the conditions k  j and j  k, respectively, were only needed
to deduce whether the propagation from k to j was forward or backward. Otherwise they did not
enter. Form the case condition here, k 6 j ^ j 6 k, nothing like that can be concluded. Therefore we
investigate the two sub-cases III.1) The byproduct operator Uk generated by measurement on k must
be propagated forward to reach cluster qubit j, and III.2) Uk must be propagated backward to reach
j.
III.1: In this case, the reasoning is the same as in case I. The condition that the byproduct operator
Uk must be propagated forward from k towards j is sucient for the argument. Thus we can conclude
that
(forward propagation) k 6 j ^ j 6 k : j 2 fc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (84)
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The equivalence (84) is trivially obeyed since from (12) follows that k 6 j =) j 62 fc(k) and hence
(Fj ;Fk)S is always equal to zero in this sub-case.
III.2: Here, the reasoning is the same as in case II. We conclude that
(backward propagation) k 6 j ^ j 6 k : j 2 bc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (85)
The equivalence (85) is {dierently from (84){ not trivial. From j 6 k with (12) still follows that
k 62 fc(j), but nevertheless may j be in bc(k). This is possible if k 2 Q0. Qubits in Q0 never appear
in the cones. The asymmetry between (84) and (85) arises because k was taken from a larger set than
j: k 2 C and j 2 Q(1).
We combine (84) and (85) to obtain
k 6 j ^ j 6 k : j 2 fc(k) _ j 2 bc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (86)
This concludes the discussion of the three cases.
As indicated at the beginning of the discussion of case II, from anti-reflexivity (14) of the relation
\" follows that and j  k =) j 62 fc(k). Similarly holds k  j =) j 62 bc(k), for if j 2 bc(k) one
could get from k to j by backward propagation. On the other hand, k  j means that one can get
from k to j by forward propagation. Both at the same time is impossible since a network does not
contain cycles. We thus haven




j 2 Q(1); k 2 C; j  k j j 2 fc(k)
o
= ;: (87)
If we include the empty sets (87) in the r.h. sides of the equivalences (82) and (83) we obtain
k  j : j 2 bc(k) _ j 2 fc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1;
j  k : j 2 bc(k) _ j 2 fc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1: (88)
Now we combine the equivalences (86) and (88), and obtain
k 2 C; j 2 Q(1) : j 2 fc(k) _ j 2 bc(k) () (Fj ;Fk)S = 1;
which proves the cone test (46).
Now the proof the forward-backward cone relation shall be outlined. Consider two vertical cuts
Oa, Ob through the network. Let the measurement on k implement a rotation on the logical qubit i0
and the measurement on j a rotation on the logical qubit i. Further, let Oa be such that it intersects
the logical qubit line i on the network just at the input side of the rotation implemented by the
measurement on j. Similarly, let Ob such that it intersects the qubit line i0 just at the input side of
the rotation implemented by the measurement of k.
Now suppose that j 2 fc(k). With the same methods as used in the proof of (46) one can derive
that
j 2 fc(k) () (IkjOa ; Ij jOa)S = 1;
k 2 bc(j) () (IkjOb ; Ij jOb)S = 1: (89)
Then, with (89) and the invariance (41) of the symplectic scalar product
j 2 fc(k) () k 2 bc(j);
which proves (47).
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